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 Where large areas of wall are lined by using lightweight refractory bricks, for example in petrochemical 

furnaces, the lightweight refractory walls must be anchored to prevent bricks falling out. The BS Series 

provides anchoring systems to satisfy these anchoring requirements. The BS anchors are inserted in the 

refractory brick and mounted in a mechanism on the steel casing of the plant component.

Three different basic versions are available for this type of anchoring:

BSA  -  This brick hook has two pointed 90° ends angled in the same direction.  The short end is 

knocked into the lightweight refractory brick and the other, longer end is mounted in a lug.  It is only 

possible to knock the anchor in when using lightweight refractory bricks which are suitable for this due to 

their structure and strength.

BSB  -  The BSB anchor has the same design as the BSA anchor but has no pointed ends. Here a hole 

is drilled in the brick to accommodate the hook.

BSC  -  The BSC anchor has a somewhat different kind of rear restraint system. The pointed ends of the 

anchor sit on an angled body. The two pointed ends of the BSC anchor are knocked into the lightweight 

refractory brick and guided behind a rod-shaped bracket by the angled central element.
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Ordering examples and standard alloys available

Example

BSA.6 - 30/150/60 - 310

      Anchor type   Diameter  Length (WxLxS)        Alloy type
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Ordering examples and standard alloys available

BSBExample

BSB.6 - 50/250/80 - 310

      Anchor type   Diameter  Length (WxLxS)        Alloy type
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Ordering examples and standard alloys available

BSCExample
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      Anchor type   Diameter  Length (WxLxS)        Alloy type
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